
Light and Crisp % abv Tap #

Cranberry Seltzer An assertively effervescent, clean hard seltzer with a bright cranberry flavor 5.5 6

Switchback Coffee 
Lager

Brewed in collaboration with Boil Line Coffee and benefitting Montour Area Recreation 
Commission, clean, crisp lager conditioned on Guatamalan coffee beans and lemon zest.

4.5 4

Endless Sun Ale A light-bodied, low-hopped, pale golden ale with some wheat and lightly toasted malts 4.5 7

Blood Orange 
Gose

A sour wheat ale with sea salt and natural Blood Orange flavor 5.0 10

OFBC Cider A perfect balance of tartness, crispness, and sweetness using local apples from Dries 
Orchards

6.0 12

Hoppy

T-Rail Pale Ale An amber colored American pale ale, medium-bodied, with well-balanced malt and hop 
flavor, a hoppy aroma, and crisp finish

5.3 5

Overbite IPA An American IPA with big malt character giving perfect balance to the abundance of 
Pacific Northwest hops

7.5 8

Hopstash IPA A pale, dry, and crushable IPA, hopped with Chinook, Cascade, and Azacca for a hoppy, 
citrus aroma and flavor

6.3 11

Malty
Bellfounder 
Brown Ale

A British Brown Ale with hints of caramel and toffee, with a nutty, toasted malt character 
and balanced hop bitterness.

4.7 16

Dunkelweizen With hints of clove and a very light tartness in the finish, this unfiltered, hazy, dark 
Bavarian wheat beer  is a very flavorful and refreshing thirst quencher

5.1 13

Rebel Red Lager A full-bodied malty lager with a nice toasty malt and biscuit flavor along with a mellow, 
slight noble hop flavor

5.0 3

Rauchbier A traditional German smoked Lager with assertive smoke aroma and a balanced malt and 
smoke flavor

5.4 14

Oktoberfest Lager Our take on the traditional Bavarian Oktoberfest beers. Assertive malt body, crisp finish, 
lagered naturally over the summer to gain carbonation, clarity, and flavor.

6.0 2

Dark and Roasty
Slack Tub Stout 
(Nitro)

Dark and roasty, with a touch of molasses and a silky smooth finish due to the generous 
helping of oatmeal in the grist

4.7 1

Specialty/Seasonal
Cheer This Imperial Red Ale has a bold malt flavor that finishes smooth and clean, with great 

hop aroma and flavor and a slight lingering bitterness
7.0 15

Falling Down 
Brown Ale

A cross between a brown ale and an IPA, with dark caramel and chocolate malts, brown 
sugar, and plenty of hops

6.5 9

Handpump/Cask Conditioned
Cask IPA An American version of a traditional English IPA with a stronger hop presence and 

subdued maltiness.  Cask conditioned and served on the hand pump.
6.7

Cask ESB Extra Special Bitter is a traditional English style ale with deep malt flavor balanced with 
earthy hop bitterness. Cask conditioned and served on the hand pump

5.0

Coming Soon
The Eleven An American Black Ale originally brewed on 11/11/11. Great balance between dark malt 

character and hop bitterness, flavor and aroma
5.5


